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Abstract
Background: For patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) who undergo peritoneal dialysis (PD) at home or in non-clinical
centers, it is crucial to design and implement a hands-on self-care clinical decision aid system (CDAS). To this end, this descriptive
work was done to determine the challenges in designing and implementing a mobile health (mHealth)-based self-care CDAS for
patients undergoing PD in Iran in 2021.
Methods: This qualitative study was conducted using in-depth semi-structured interviews with 20 key informants chosen by purposeful and snowball sampling. The data were analyzed through thematic analysis to extract the challenges in designing and implementing a mHealth-based self-care CDAS.
Results: The challenges in designing and implementing a mHealth-based self-care CDAS for patients undergoing PD in Iran were
divided into six major categories, including problems with insufficient training, patients’ visits to clinical centers, prompt access to
data and information, data registration/documentation, distribution of PD specialists, and data analysis within the current system.
Conclusions: The self-care CDAS for PD can be useful in many complicated decisions as well as when there is limited access to PD
specialists. This system is efficient considering the widespread use of mobile phones, unfair geographical distribution of patients
and PD specialists, and huge costs arising from visiting healthcare centers.
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1. Background
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a general term used to
describe heterogeneous disorders affecting the kidney and
its function. CKD is a global health condition that is associated with elevated rates of morbidity and mortality. This
condition is widely spread worldwide (1, 2). In PD, patients
do not need to visit the hospital and can easily access the
therapy. Given the exponential increase in the prevalence
of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) and the lack of donated
kidneys, patients need one of the two dialysis programs
(3). In Iran, PD was first performed in Imam Reza Hospital in Mashhad in 1997, and then, 40 centers for PD were
launched all over the country. Among the patients who
undergo dialysis, 93.5% are treated with hemodialysis, and
6.5% use PD (4). According to Mahdavi-Mazdeh et al. (2007),
more than half of the patients who undergo hemodialysis
are not informed about PD, which is more affordable (5).

Considering the quality of life, studies have shown that PD
and hemodialysis can similarly affect the quality of life, or
PD can be more effective than hemodialysis and vice versa.
Although the number of patients undergoing hemodialysis is more than those using PD, statistics have indicated
that a larger number of patients tend to undergo PD rather
than hemodialysis (6). Thus, attention to this group of patients can bring them much therapeutic and healthcare
benefits and improve their quality of life.
Today, the use of practical Mobile Health (mHealth) applications is rapidly increasing worldwide (7). Novel technologies in medicine, such as mHealth, have helped improve the quality of life. Also, mHealth has been used
for improving the quality of education, therapy diagnosis,
supporting healthcare services, health data collection, remote medical services, and other healthcare settings (8).
Decision aid system (DAS) is among the designed and implemented mHealth applications. Self-care DASs provide
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appropriate data and information to patients for improving their clinical performance and their disease implications. These systems are equipped with many tools for
many applications, including alarms, reminders, clinical
guidelines, reports, training, set of instructions, drug interactions, patient data dashboards, and diagnostic supports. Given many patients’ lack of access to specialists for
receiving urgent necessary instructions for taking self-care
measures, the need for a system to help decision-making
under various conditions is strongly perceived (9). The
above topics are also valid for patients undergoing PD (1012).
Outpatient PD is a therapy for patients with chronic renal failure in many countries. In Iran, this technique has
been recently taken into consideration. The present study
aimed to assess the efficacy of persistent PD therapy in patients using this technology in Iran as well as to investigate
the side effects of surgery and non-invasive techniques on
patients and ways to prevent them. The results indicated
that the development of CDASs could help diminish many
problems encountered by these patients.
Considering the abovementioned issues and the fact
that patients often undergo PD at home and/or in nonclinical centers, it is crucial to design and implement a selfcare CDAS for these patients.

work experience in taking care of patients requiring PD,
and showing a willingness to cooperate. The participants
were named #1, #2, and so on, and no names were included
in the demographic forms. The qualitative data were analyzed through thematic analysis.
3.2. Data Collection
In-depth and semi-structured interviews were conducted with key informants. In these interviews, the specialists and key informants were asked to discuss the challenges in designing and implementing a mHealth-based
self-care CDAS for PD patients. The main question of the
semi-structured interviews was about "the challenges in
designing and implementing a mHealth-based self-care
CDAS for patients undergoing PD,” which was followed
by such probing questions as “how,” “why,” and “explain
more." The questions were altered according to the analysis of the initial interviews. Other aspects of the interviewees’ opinions were also covered during the interviews,
and other probing questions were asked. Totally, 20 interviews were done by the researcher with 20 specialists. The
interviews were ended following data saturation. Each interview lasted for 30 to 90 minutes. To avoid any potential mistakes in recording the voices, the interviews were
recorded with two separate tape recorders and were transcribed immediately.

2. Objectives
The present descriptive work was conducted in 2021
to study the challenges in designing and implementing a
mHealth-based self-care CDAS for patients undergoing PD
in Iran.
3. Methods
In this qualitative-descriptive work conducted in 2021,
the data were gathered through interviewing key informants and patients with ESRD who underwent PD as a kidney replacement method. The data were analyzed through
thematic analysis to extract the challenges in designing
and implementing a mHealth-based self-care CDAS for patients undergoing PD.
3.1. Participants
In-depth and semi-structured interviews were conducted with kidney specialists, information technology
(IT) experts, and patients undergoing PD. The participants
who were rich in information were recognized and chosen
through purposeful and snowball sampling. Then, they
were informed about the study objectives, and their written informed consent forms were obtained. The study’s inclusion criteria were having at least a BSc degree, having
2

3.3. Data Analysis
The data were concurrently gathered and analyzed.
All the interviews were immediately transcribed word-byword. The researchers had taken notes during the interviews, as well. The data were analyzed through thematic
analysis, which consisted of six steps, including (1) mastery of data; (2) formulating initial codes; (3) searching for
categories; (4) revising the categories and sub-categories;
(5) defining and naming the categories and sub-categories;
and (6) reporting (13). If required, the interviews were submitted to the participants to alter and/or reform any mistakes and add any required points. Then, the texts of the
interviews were analyzed, codes and categories were classified, and sub-categories were extracted. A total of 170 codes
were ultimately extracted following the analysis of the interviews, which were divided into six categories and 12 subcategories.
3.4. Rigor
Guba and Lincoln’s (14) criteria were utilized to ensure
the validity and accuracy of the qualitative data, which
included trustworthiness, transformability, dependability,
and confirmability. In doing so, the interviews were analyzed several times. In addition, the texts of the interviews
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were delivered to the participants for any required correction or completion. Various approaches were also used for
coding. Finally, the interviews were analyzed by an expert
in qualitative studies.
3.5. Ethical Considerations
Permissions and letters of recommendation were received from the Director of the Research Deputy of the
School of Management and Medical Information Sciences,
Shiraz University of Medical Sciences (SUMS). Confirmations were also received from the security office of the university.
The researchers presented themselves to the participants, explained the study objectives, assured them about
the confidentiality of their data, and selected those who
were willing to cooperate. Other ethical considerations included (1) receiving signed consent forms from the specialists and patients; (2) ensuring the participants about receiving the results; if required, (3) respecting ethical considerations for the confidentiality of the data; (4) acknowledging all the individuals contributing to the research;
and (5) obtaining permissions from the Ethics Committee
of the university (Ethical Code: IR.SUMS.REC.1395.S46).
4. Results
Among the participants (specialist, technician, and patient), seven cases were male. The mean age of the participants was 33.58 years. Additionally, the kidney specialists
had 7.31 years of work experience. The demographic and
carrier information of the participants has been presented
in Table 1.
The challenges in designing and implementing a
mHealth-based self-care CDAS for patients undergoing PD
in Iran were classified into six major categories, including problems with insufficient training, patients’ visits to
clinical centers, prompt access to data and information,
data registration/documentation, distribution of PD specialists, and data analysis within the current system. The
sub-categories are presented in Table 2.
A summary of the points described by the specialists is
presented below:
A 41-year-old male specialist of renal disorders stated:
“Not visiting clinical centers is one of the leading problems
of therapy teams, which occurs due to huge costs, traffic,
difficulty with commuting, and distance. In some cases,
patients visit clinical centers under urgent and chronic
conditions that hinder ambulatory treatment.”
A 41-year-old female Health Information Management
(HIM) expert declared: "Given that kidney failure is a
chronic condition and the patient’s status should be monitored at various times, the current system does not allow
Shiraz E-Med J. In Press(In Press):e121368.

Table 1. Demographic and Carrier Information of the Participants
Variables

No. (%)

Gender
Male

7 (35)

Female

13 (65)

Marital status
Single

6 (30)

Married

14 (70)

Education level
BSc

8 (40)

PhD

4 (20)

Specialist

8 (40)

Field of study
Health Information Management Specialist

6 (30)

Kidney specialist

6 (30)

Nurse

2 (10)

Others (patients)

6 (30)

examining the conditions of individual patients because
all the items related to the patients are not recorded continuously."
A 41-year-old female renal disorder specialist asserted:
"One of the main limitations of treating CKD is the geographical distribution of specialists. Specialists often work
at certain clinical centers, and patients at other centers are
deprived of their knowledge and experience. This is another problem of the current system."
A 52-year-old patient mentioned: “Since data are registered by patients and/or their families, the accuracy of the
recorded data is uncertain due to insufficient training.”
A 44-year-old female nurse maintained: “Lack of instant access to physicians and medical staff for asking questions had caused some problems in self-care settings."

5. Discussion
Given that mobile system, such as smartphones,
tablets, and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), are an integral part of human lives, they can be utilized to effectively
proceed with self-care programs. Global smartphone
users exceeded one billion in 2012 (15). With the advent
of the internet and mobile systems and their extension
in various fields, such as health sectors, many users tend
to use applications based on intelligent digital systems.
Today, mobile technologies have been extensively developed so that they have enabled using healthcare services
for chronic diseases beyond hospitals (16). In this context,
3
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Table 2. The Categories and Sub-categories of the Results Obtained from Interviewing the Participants to Extract the Challenges Which Necessitate Designing and Implementing A Mhealth-Based Self-Care CDAS for Patients Undergoing PD in Iran
Category

Sub-category
Insufficient training due to the paucity of time and human forces

Problems with insufficient training

Patients’ unawareness of the critical points of their diseases
Mistakes in measuring the volume of output liquids to be registered in daily
records

Problems with patients visiting the clinical centers

Not visiting clinical centers due to huge costs, traffic, difficulty with commuting,
and distance
Excessively visiting clinical centers due to obsession

Problems with prompt access to data and information

The current system’s failure to respond to questions about the disease
No prompt access to physicians and medical staff

Problems with data registration

Errors in recording data in terms of accuracy
The lack of form(s) for the on-time recording of emergencies

Problems with the distribution of PD specialists
Problems with data analysis within the current system

Geographical distribution of specialists
Failure to monitor the patients’ statuses individually and continuously
Failure to monitor patients in the current analysis system

applications based on mobile digital devices have been designed and implemented as a new area of electronic health
(e-health), which is known as m-health. The m-health is
well-known among healthcare users and providers (8).
The use of patient-oriented applications that provide
clinical services and guidelines through telecommunication can decrease problems with access to specialists and
consultants during emergencies through software and
applications. The use of m-Health technologies is a way to
overcome such barriers.
In the present patient-directed study, the use of special DASs helped patients undergoing PD in their attempts
for self-care and self-management. Stevens reported that
the implementation strategy was based on both the person
and the location, but this issue was not taken into consideration in the present investigation (17).
Griva et al. (2017) conducted a study titled “Perspectives of Patients, Families, and Health Care Professionals
on Decision-Making about Dialysis Modality-the Good, the
Bad, and the Misunderstandings!” to determine the factors
influencing decision-making about dialysis modality by integrating the perspectives of patients, their families, and
healthcare professionals within an Asian population. That
study was conducted on 59 participants, including predialysis patients, dialysis patients, caregivers, and healthcare professionals, using semi-structured interviews to explore the decision-making process as well as their views
about various dialysis modalities. The data were thematically analyzed using NVivo9 software (QSR International,
Doncaster, Australia) to assess the barriers and facilitators
of various dialysis modalities and decisional support de4

mands. The results indicated the necessity to expand the
focus of pre-dialysis training to the family as the unit of
care and provide interaction opportunities with dialysis
patients and peer-led learning (18).
Diamantidis et al. (2014) evaluated the feasibility of an
m-Health application designed for using medications by
patients suffering from CKD. That cohort study was conducted on 20 CKD patients who were at the pre-dialysis
stage with the estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR)
< 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 . The patients were divided into two
groups and were trained before using m-Health tools. The
first group received SMS services, while the second group
was provided with an application used in personal digital devices and smartphones. In the second group, the
patients sent their questions to the central server and received such answers as “it is safe,” “it is not safe for CKD,”
“use carefully,” “talk with your healthcare provider,” and
“error” for wrong inputs. The patients were required to
register both questions and responses in the system. The
results showed satisfaction among the patients in both
groups, but the rate of satisfaction was slightly higher in
the second group than in the first group (19).
Another limitation in the treatment of CKD patients
is the number of specialists and their geographical distribution. These specialists normally work at certain centers, and even countries and other centers are deprived of
their knowledge and experience (20). Given the rise in the
number of patients and limited access to specialists, taking care of patients with such chronic conditions as CKD
and diminishing costs are among the major global concerns (21, 22). Furthermore, training patients and self-care
Shiraz E-Med J. In Press(In Press):e121368.
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activities have been recommended following state policies
and health programs for effective medical interventions
(10, 12).
As a limitation, the researchers failed to interview all
specialists, but they attempted to effectively interact with
specialists to extract the maximum useful data from the interviews.
Future studies are recommended to evaluate self-care
systems in a patient-directed manner, (1) design an application for other smartphone operating systems, especially
IOS, using Xamarin programming language that enables
altering the platform for running the system applications;
and (2) add the foremost qualitative clinical factors of PD,
including edema and appetite to the system in order to enable more accurate recommendations by defining qualitative measurements.
5.1. Conclusion
The self-care CDAS for PD can be helpful in various complicated decisions as well as when there is limited access
to PD specialists. This system can be effective considering
the widespread use of mobile phones, unfair geographical distribution of patients and PD specialists, and huge
costs arising from visiting healthcare centers. M-health
apps should be designed and tested that they can be helpful or not in reducing the problems. However, extensive
studies are needed to confirm these hypotheses.
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